In.this study, 30 male college students from two weightlifting classes and 30 female college students enrolled in an educational psychology.course tesigned specifically.for music education majors were Asked to read tiro ambiguous passages; each of which could be interpreted in two different ways. The first passage could be perceived as describing either a prison break or a wrestling match, while the second could be understood as detailing either an evening of card playing or a rehearsal session of a woodwind ensemble. Scores on multiple-choice tests, the content of written themes,Sand consents in free recall of the passage indicated a striking relationship between the subjects' backgrOunds and their interpretation of the selections. Ilese results indicate that high-level schemata.provide the interpretive framework for comprehending discourse. The fact that most subjects reported being unaware of alternative inteipretations suggests that schemata can cause people to "seen a message in li4ht'of theis own frame of reference.,lables of findings are included.
Thirty physical education students and 30 music education students' read a passage that could be given either a'prison'break ora,wrestling interpretation, and another passage that could be understood in terms of an evening of card playing or a rehearsal session of a woodwind ensemble.
Scores on disambiguating multiple choice tests and therhe-revealing ditambiguations and intrus)ons in free recall showed striking relationshipspto the subject's background. Theskresults indicate'that high-level schemata provide the interpretativeframework for 'comprehending discourse.
Th'e fact that most subjects gave each.passage one distinct interpretation or another and reported being unaware of other perspectives while readtng suggest that schemata can cause a person to see a message tn'a certain /' way, without even mnsidering alternative interpretations. and their mere'form, is an art concealed in the depths of the human soul, whose real modes of activity nature is hardly likely ever to allow us to discover, and to have open to our gaze.
Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 1781, pp. 182-183 Students from first grade through graduate 'school are expected to learn about most matters from being told'. Periodically reformers call for experience-based programs, but nevertheleis the schools still have'a manifestly liteeate bjas (Olson, 1976) . The reliance upon language is based on assumptions so widely taken for granted that they are seldOm even expressed, let alone challenged. It is simply assumed that knowledge can be expressed-in printed language, and that a skilled'reader can atquire knowledgb from ree ing. On this view, each word, each well-formed sentence, and every satisfactory text passage "has" a meaning. The meaning is conceived to be \ "in" the language, to have a status independent from the.speaker and hearer, or author and reader.. .0n_this view, -a failure-to compeellend a nOndefective communication can iipprinCiple always be traced to a language-specific deficit.
This is a theorem which follows dieectly frgethe axio5s.that And 5b on.
Our purpose in this paper is to develop a sharply contrasting theory of language,comprehension. The theory-will be argued with fespect to intuitively Clear cases drawn from previous research. Next, an.experiment will.be reported which illustrates a major tenet of the theory. The baby kicked the ball.
The punter kicked the ball.
The golfer_ kicked the ball.
.Obviously the ball is different in each of these Cases.' The act of kicking also changes, and this is a fact that everyone immediately appreciates.. Contrast the hesitant, uncoordinated, perhaps even accidental kick of the infant with the smooth, powerful kick Of the punter. Golfers don't ordinarily kick balis; perhaps this oneois angry or maybe cheating.
In any event, it is apparent that the golfer's kick is different from the baby's or the punter's.
These are the sorts of inferences we all make routinely.
That the significance of whole sentences is-context-sensitive is nicely illuitrated in an example based on Austin (1962) , one of the pioneers in natural language philosophy. Imagine the statement The bull is in the field in each of the following circumstances. In case (2)/ for instance, the statement may signify that you are in danger and had betier run, whereas in (4) it doesn't matter whether there is re411y a bull in the field.
Comprehension of words, sentences, and discourse could,not be simp y a matter of applying linguistic knowledge. sentences (cf. Bransford, Barclay, & Franks, 1972; Anderson & Ortony, 1975 We conclude, then, that more importantlhan structures which are in 06.
some sense "in" a te t are kno edgi structures the reader brings to the text.
We shall call ithese knowledge structures "scheTaea" following usage :-that dates to Sir Fr dric Bartlett (1932) and Immanuel Kant (1781) before him.
Others-have referred to such structures as "frames" (Milsky, 1975) Or "scripts" (Schank & Abelson, 1975 In each experiment the worVnaming the expected insta ion was, a substantially better retrieval c/ ue than:the general term 
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Therefore, the woman mentioned is likely to be a woma1 who acts, and a woman who acts is an actress--hence, the efficacy of-the ac ress Cue. The general point is encapsulated in the slogani "abstract schemata program individuals e,-to constrUct concrete scenarios" :
The third and final claim is that high-level schemata tune people to see nlisages in certain ways (Bransford,& McCarrell, 1974; Bransford-Oitsch, & Franks, 1976 ).
The word "see" is intended in an ordinary language sense.
We mean, imply, that af a very early stage in processing high-level schemita ism cause t person to give one interpretation to a p.alsage without even conk, sidering other possible interpretations. To be sure(people can consider alternative interpretat ns. /They no doubt sometimes dire interpretations when it proves diff ult.to assimilate the text to the scheMata first tried, as for"oin appens when a short story has a surprise ending. Nonethe-, less, we shall.argue that dominant high-level schemata are often imposed on tekt even when according to a third party point of view, some violence is done to the "data" contained in the text. The strictly left-to-right, or "bottom up," theories of reading comprehension proposed by some (Gough, 1972;  LaBerge &,Samuels, 474), which involve a linear progression of processing from.visual input through eventually to a meaning, are not regarded as plausi-, ble.
Of course the truth surely lies somewhere in between. Reading could not be either a top down or'a bottom up process; as we hive a'rgued here and else-;;
where (cf. Anderson Conte0s An the form of titles biasing the interpretation in one direction or the other-accompanied each passage. Performance on disambigua-.
ting multiple-choice tests indicated that context was a piwerful determiner of the interpretations given the passages. Like Schallert; we employed passages that could t'e interpreted fin more than one way. However, instead of providing disambiguating contexts, we selected subjects with different backgrounds.
The prediction was that the high-level schemata the subject brought to the experiment would'determine his/her interpYettion. 2.
I. A) The odds of having so many high cards.
B) The sound of their music.
C) Thesigh cost of musical instruments.
.D)1How well they were playing cards. Finally, subjects completed a debriefing questionnaire and autobiographical inventory. The items in the inventory were itended to tap matters which could 6e expected to relate to the intePpretations giyen to the passages.
Sample questions: Do you have a close relative who is a law enforcement officer? Havel% ever attended a wrestling match? How much do you y. 6 enjoy playing cards? What does "forte" mean? Will your career depend in any way on Tusic?
Materials were bound into experimental booklets in the order in which they were to be completed. Subjects were allowed 1.5 minutes to read each passage, 6 minutes for each version of the vocabulary test, and 5 minutes for each recall test.
The multiple-choice tests, questionnaire, and inven-. tory were subject paced.
Results
Performallon Multiple-Choice Tests ..:
We have no doubt that werefwe to dev1o0 more extensive background and.. Only 23% would be.counted as being aware of another interpre-).
tation during initial reading, even if the requirement of providing a ceherent statement of the second theme were dropped.. ))ers'onal history ? knoWledge, and belief-influence the ifterpretatirs that they will give to prose passages. There was a A3triking 4relationship kb, tween the special interest_group of which a subject was a member and his/her sCores on disambiguating multiple choice tests. Theme-revealing disambiguations and intrusions in,free'recall showed equally sf%-ong relationships to the subject's background. , Items from an autobiographical-inventory were good predictors of the interp-retations that were given to passages. Taken together, these results supportAinequivocally the claim that hignflevel schemata provide the'interpretive framework for comprehending.discourse.
The data wereconsistent with the second clalm that high-level schemata cause people to "seed mesages in certain ways. The facethat U-shaped distributions of scores-appeared on the multiple choice tests indicates 4 that subjects Onerally gave a passage one distinct and consistent interpretation or another. Most telling were the reports on the debriefing questionnaire.
Over 80% of the subjects reported being unaware of an alterna-, "tive interpretation when reading a passage. cause of the chininince of behaviorism over the past halrcentury, American social scientists tend to Indeed,: Zangwill (1972) bonciUded that the data were sufficient to reject Bartlett's theory.
The present study and several other recent ones (Brown, 1976; Sulin & Dooling, 1974) (Johnson, Bransford, & Sologh,.1973; Kintsch, 1972) Thus, children may Ometimes learn from the v ey lessons intentb upgradercomprehension'skills that its best to word by word and line by line., y it safe, to read.
From the peespective of schema theory, the principal determinant of the 4k knowledge a person can acquire from reading is tne knowledge s/he already possesses. The schemata by which people attempt to assimilate text will surely vary according to age, subculture, experience, education:Anterests, and belief systems. M ely laying on a new set of propositions will not 4 necessarily change high level schemata. Wyer (1976) has summarized social psychological evidence in support of this premise, indicating that it is "likely that the implications of new information will be resisted if its acceptance would requjre a major cognitive reorganization, that is,"lpit would,requiee a change in a large number of other logically related be14efs in order to maintain consistency among them." Apparent inconsistencies and Driver and Easley (1969) and Driver (1973) found that.people have a 1 -comparable difficulty in acquiring.the conceptual frameworks of physics.
2`1
They interrogated gifted high school physics stu ents about the movement of balls, launched by a spring plunger, along a h0t4zontal track. Whtle students used the terminology of Newtonialiniechanics, such as "force," "mOMentum,-" and "impulse," many of them "manifested the Aristotelian notion that constant.
A force is required to produce constant motion." Driver and Easley (1969, p. 1) concluded "that the student . . . has already developed many concepts from hisexperience with the physicallorld, which influence his understanding of the new evidence and arguments . . ." Driver (1973 pp. 423-424) added that, "The belief system they use-in school, to pass examinations and satisfy the teacher . . . may never be related to that which is used in everyday experience."
t. She is playing with a deck of cards.
Mike sees that Pat's hand has a lot of hearts.
Music theme
Mike brought out the stand and began to set things up.
As usual they couldn't decide on the piece of mmAic to play. 
